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This introduction aims to provide an overview of Donald Trump’s extraordinary record of pardoning,
and a road map to the essays in this Issue. Together the essays discuss ways to restore legitimacy to the
pardon power and increase its usefulness to the presidency, by
limiting some of the pardon power’s most extreme uses;

•

supplementing the pardon power with statutory remedies so that the president is no longer
personally responsible for so much routine criminal justice business; and

•

managing the pardon power in a way that serves the presidency and not the parochial interests of
federal prosecutors.
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•

As this Issue’s guest editor, I propose that Trump’s irregular and undemocratic pardoning may lead to
a more coherent and meaningful use of the pardon power in the service of an enlightened presidential
policy agenda, to a renewed commitment to the historically close relationship between pardon and the
justice system, and even to a transformation of the Justice Department’s unforgiving prosecutorial
culture.
I. Trump’s Theater of Pardoning

The overarching theme that emerges from four years of Donald Trump’s pardoning is an approach to
executive authority as transactional and personality based, rather than principled, structured, and process based. From the nation’s earliest days, unruly pardon has been harnessed to the rule-of-law virtues
of the justice system, secured since the nineteenth century by its close connection to the Justice
Department and by presidents respecting that connection. Trump ostentatiously rejected that connection from the start.
Trump not only detached the pardon power from the structure and operation of the justice system, he
used the power to challenge and frustrate that system. In her essay that serves to keynote this Issue,
Bernadette Meyler describes Trump’s pardoning as a throwback to the theatrical practices of early
modern European kings, realizing what some of the Framers feared was ‘‘the potential for pardons to
overturn values of both liberalism and democracy.’’1 Despite centuries of opportunity, no prior president
has deployed the theatrical potential of pardoning to aggrandize his sovereignty with as much fanfare
and determination as Trump.
Perhaps the most telling symbol of Trump’s rejection of pardoning grounded in the rule of law
was his spurning of the Justice Department’s pardon advisory process that had guided his predecessors for more than a century. But this should have come as no surprise to anyone familiar
with that process, which had not served either the public or the presidency well in many years.2
Quite apart from his showman’s instinct to use pardons to shock and titillate, Trump made no
effort to disguise his contempt for the thin gruel the pardon process had been serving up since
Ronald Reagan’s presidency.
And the numbers do not lie. As documented in detail by Jack Goldsmith and Matt Gluck in this
Issue,3 a bare 11% of President Trump’s 238 grants of clemency were likely recommended through the
ordinary operation of the official pardon process. Many of Trump’s grants were the product of personal
pique or fancy, and of an informal White House vetting process that became more and more chaotic as
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II. Restoring Legitimacy to the Pardon Power
A. Limiting the Pardon Power

Of all the pardon-related issues that provoked controversy during Trump’s tenure, the one that loomed
largest as his term drew to a close was the power to pardon before a person is even charged. Throughout
his final months in office, there was even talk (though not by him, at least publicly) of his issuing
preemptive pardons to his family members or associates, to forgive them in advance for any crimes they
might have committed prior to the pardon. After the January 6 attack on the Capitol, some speculated
that Trump might try to pardon the rioters en masse. Trump even spoke of pardoning himself, a power
no monarch, much less a prior president, had ever exercised or even claimed.
In this Issue, both Frank Bowman11 and Daniel Kobil12 discuss limits on the president’s power to
pardon preemptively. Bowman thoroughly examines the English precedents on which the Framers
modeled the Article II pardon power to conclude that the president may pardon any federal crime
committed before issuance of the pardon and may define the scope of the pardon’s intended coverage
very broadly (e.g., to cover all possible crimes of a particular type or arising from a sequence of events),
including before any prosecution has been initiated.
Bowman also argues that the president may extend pardon to groups of individuals involved in
certain events or transactions without specifically identifying each beneficiary, for any and all violations
of federal law occurring during those events or transactions. For example, he argues, President Trump
could have issued a blanket preemptive pardon to participants in the January 6 attack on the Capitol,
though it would likely have had disastrous political consequences for him. However, Bowman draws the
line at a Ford-Nixon-style ‘‘all federal crimes’’ pardon potentially covering conduct of which the president
is wholly unaware, and therefore about which he or she cannot possibly have rendered a judgment on the
propriety of mercy.
Kobil agrees that President Trump could, in theory, have used his pardon power to preclude the
bringing of charges against the January 6 insurrectionists, but argues that any pre-conviction use of
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his days in office came to an end. Meyler documents the range of self-serving impulses that drove
Trump’s pardoning—which, in turn, presented unprecedented opportunities for influence peddling and
self-dealing by others.4 The extent to which Trump’s pardons or commutations disrupted or shut down
ongoing federal prosecutions was unprecedented, confirming his disdain for the criminal process.
Trump’s contempt for the institutions of government is perhaps best illustrated by his grants to
soldiers prosecuted for war crimes. As described in this Issue by Daniel Maurer,5 these grants were
predictably likely to have a corrosive effect on military discipline and morale, and on America’s standing
in the international community. Another batch of grants with similarly harmful foreign policy consequences involved U.S. security contractors convicted of firing indiscriminately on civilians during the
occupation of Iraq, killing dozens in the process.6 Trump’s scorn for the institutions of government is
also exemplified by his actions to disrupt ongoing prosecutions or sharply curtail punishment in cases of
political corruption7 or massive fraud against the government.8
This is not to say that all of Trump’s final grants were inappropriate. More than eighty individuals
saw their prison sentences reduced during Trump’s final days in office, many of whom were brought
to the President’s attention by former prisoners playing a part in Trump’s theater, and whom Trump
thanked for this service by granting them full pardons.9 Still, the evident absence of a fair process, or
even any effort to make the process appear fair, made even these reasonable grants suspect in the
public eye.10
Now that Donald Trump has left the stage, it is time for an after-action report from the authors of this
Issue. Meyler notes that public outrage over Trump’s pardoning provides an opportunity to consider
‘‘how to reclaim the legitimacy of the pardon power in a liberal democracy.’’ Frank Bowman, Daniel
Maurer, and Daniel Kobil propose ways that the power either is or could be limited so that it is exercised
in a manner consistent with democratic norms. Judge John Gleeson, JaneAnne Murray, and Gabriel
Chin and David Schlussel propose to supplement the power through statutory reforms so that pardon
may be confined to the truly ‘‘extraordinary’’ situation. Jeffrey Crouch traces the history of the Justice
Department’s administration of the pardon power and argues for reestablishing a regular pardon
process under the aegis of the attorney general, to encourage the president to pardon more generously
and to educate the public about pardon’s benign and useful functions.
Putting all of these ideas and arguments together as this Issue’s guest editor, I conclude that the way
to restoring pardon’s democratic legitimacy lies in shrinking the portfolio of routine chores for which
pardon is now exclusively responsible, and in freeing the Justice Department’s pardon process from the
suffocating influence of federal prosecutors.
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pardon is against sound public policy. He therefore proposes a constitutional amendment to limit
pardons to the conventional post-conviction scenario. The president would still be able to issue amnesty
proclamations, as in the past, as a gesture of societal reconciliation, but individuals within the class of
beneficiaries would be pardoned only if they accepted responsibility for their crime and pled guilty. He
argues that many of the amnesties in American history were extended to classes of individuals who had
either already been found guilty or who agreed as a condition of relief to accept formal responsibility for
their crime.
Daniel Maurer discusses the many troubling issues raised for military morale and discipline, as well
as under the law of war, by President Trump’s pardon of three military officers charged with or convicted
by court-martial of war crimes, and his intervention to block military discipline of a fourth officer
similarly convicted.13 He argues that the president’s dual role as chief executive and commander-inchief, and the constitutionally unique status of the military justice system, may permit Congress to limit
the president’s ability to intervene in military cases via the pardon power by amending the Uniform Code
of Military Justice (UCMJ). In the absence of any such legal limit, Maurer proposes that presidents ought
to engage in ‘‘deliberate self-restraint’’ when it comes to pardoning American war criminals, in a way
that acknowledges the competing interests involved. In what might be thought anomalous to those
unfamiliar with principles and norms of the military justice system, he proposes that pardon is least
appropriate after completion of the military process, whereas it might be permissible in the earlier stages
of a court-martial case.
B. Supplementing the Power

Essays in this Issue by Judge Gleeson14 and Professor Murray15 (described in greater detail later in this
section) support an argument that providing statutory alternatives to the constitutional pardon power
may hasten restoration of its legitimacy and its usefulness to the presidency. Both articles propose that it
is important to divert at least some of the business that is currently funneled into the pardon process
(e.g., reducing prison terms and restoring rights post-sentence) into alternative legal channels, preferably the federal courts. This approach will both deliver justice more broadly and fairly and facilitate
efficient management of the pardon process by reducing the many demands on it in recent years that
have led to intractable case backlogs.
Those eager for a more generous use of the pardon power have with good reason blamed the Justice
Department’s parsimonious administration of the pardon process for the paucity of grants and their
relatively humdrum quality in recent years.16 Respected scholars have advocated for stripping Justice of
its gatekeeper role based on a supposed conflict with its prosecutorial responsibilities.17 But problems
with the pardon process must also take account of the exponential growth in demands on the pardon
power in recent years,18 a growth that has only accentuated pardon’s inherently random and unfair
operation.19 It will be impossible to devise a functional system for administering the pardon power
unless and until there is an official decision about how this great executive power is to be deployed in the
modern justice system.20
Since the 1980s, the question bubbling under the surface of the federal justice system has been
whether pardon should resume the historic operational role it played in the nineteenth century and the
first years of the twentieth, reducing prison sentences and restoring rights to hundreds of people each
year, or whether statutory substitutes (like parole and judicial set-asides) should again be enacted to
supplement or supplant it.21 Until recently, both alternatives have been firmly rejected. And so the
pardon power remained on the sidelines while the federal justice system became increasingly rigid and
merciless, producing excessive prison sentences and a ‘‘new civil death’’ after release.22 Presidents since
Bill Clinton have recognized the problem but have taken no systematic steps to address it. Even Barack
Obama seems to have ignored the advice his predecessor gave him on the way to his inauguration, to
‘‘announce a pardon policy early on and stick to it.’’23
Today we have the worst of both worlds: the pent-up demand for pardon is great because it is
exclusively responsible for many of the justice-enhancing functions it performed in the nineteenth
century, but the supply of pardon grants (including commutations) remains restricted by an administrative process constrained by a narrow and often mean-spirited prosecutorial worldview.
It is now Joe Biden’s turn, informed by Trump’s slapdash and unsystematic use of the power, to
decide what role pardon will play in the operation of the federal justice system. There are early signs that
Biden plans ‘‘a more deliberate, systemic process geared toward identifying entire classes of people who
deserve mercy . . . to make good on his campaign promise to weave issues of racial equity and justice
throughout his government.’’24 He may also be persuaded that there is an alternative to systematic
reliance on pardoning for routine justice functions: this is what Dan Freed and Steven Chanenson
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C. Managing the Pardon Power

The final step to restoring democratic legitimacy to pardoning is providing a process for accessing the
power that is fairly available to all, and that delivers relief efficiently. As noted, many advocates for
increased pardoning believe that the Justice Department’s management of the pardon program embodies a conflict of interest between the compassionate goals of executive clemency and the Department’s
responsibility for federal criminal prosecutions, a conflict in which prosecution policy is the inevitable
winner.
They have a point. But it was not always so.
As Jeffrey Crouch ably documents in this Issue,32 the Justice Department’s pardon program had
a respected and independent role in that agency during the years before 1980, when the attorney general
was personally responsible for advising the president on pardons, and a high percentage of clemency
applicants were recommended favorably, frequently by prosecutors.33 This track record of more than
a century thoroughly refutes the argument that Justice necessarily has a conflict of interest that precludes
its being a responsible steward of the president’s power. Crouch points out that it was not until the
beginning of the 1980s that an unfortunate confluence of events fundamentally changed how the pardon
power was used and administered. To begin with, presidents after Jimmy Carter were committed to
a tough-on-crime agenda and had little interest in engaging in a politically risky activity like pardoning.
Besides, at least during the 1980s, there was little demand for pardon since parole could shorten prison
sentences and collateral consequences and digitized records had not yet become widespread.34 Finally,
the Justice Department’s approach to pardon underwent a profound change during the 1980s, after the
crime war went into high gear. When Jimmy Carter’s Attorney General Griffin Bell delegated his pardon
advisory duties to subordinates responsible for the day-to-day operations of prosecutors’ offices, the
pardon program lost its privileged institutional status above the fray.35 With operational oversight of
pardons and prosecutions in the same hands, successive pardon attorneys (myself included) found it
harder and harder to persuade political officials to whom they reported (who were usually themselves
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described twenty years ago as ‘‘the more demanding road toward democratic reform.’’25 In this scenario,
the administration would make the most of existing laws, or, if necessary, ask Congress to enact new
laws, to supplement and even largely supplant the pardon power.
Happily, Congress has already begun this process. Judge Gleeson’s essay describes how the 2018
First Step Act has supplemented, if not potentially supplanted, the pardon power by allowing federal
prisoners to apply directly to the sentencing court for a modification of sentence for ‘‘extraordinary and
compelling reasons.’’ See 18 U.S.C. §3582(c)(1)(A)(i).26 Describing a project sponsored by his firm that
seeks reduction of decades-long stacked firearm sentences, Judge Gleeson shows how the federal courts
of appeal have embraced an expansive clemency-like reading of this statutory standard, thereby lessening
the need for commutations of sentence on a large scale. He recommends that the Biden administration
should urge a newly constituted U.S. Sentencing Commission to free courts from the restrictions of the
Justice Department’s miserly ‘‘compassionate release’’ policies so that they can apply their own merciful
interpretations of ‘‘extraordinary and compelling reasons.’’
In reality, it may take more substantive guidance from the Sentencing Commission in order to scale
up judicial sentence reductions. It may also take high-level direction to federal prosecutors to vigorously
support equitable relief by courts based on principles applicable in clemency cases, rather than opposing
it across the board, as Judge Gleeson reports.27 The report of the National Association of Criminal
Defense Lawyers on ‘‘second look’’ sentencing offers recommendations to states devising laws to allow
courts to reconsider and reduce lengthy prison terms and other aspects of a custodial sentence on
humanitarian grounds.28 This report’s recommendations are equally applicable to federal cases.
Addressing the other part of the clemency workload—post-sentence restoration of rights and status—
is the task Professor Murray has set for herself.29 She describes how federal law now provides no
alternative to pardon to avoid or mitigate the collateral consequences of conviction, and how a nascent
bipartisan effort in Congress may fill this gap with statutory remedies like the ‘‘Certificate of Rehabilitation’’ that Judge Gleeson awarded in his final year on the bench to a woman he had sentenced years
before, in an effort to help her find employment as a health care professional, which the government
never appealed.30 She argues that the federal courts are uniquely situated and competent to act as an
‘‘auxiliary’’ to the pardon power in this context, to implement on a large scale a congressionally
mandated statutory restoration-of-rights scheme. In their coauthored contribution to this Issue, Jack
Chin and David Schlussel analyze a bill in the last Congress that would have authorized federal courts to
issue a certificate to overcome many collateral consequences, and propose how its legal effect might
be enhanced.31
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former prosecutors or who staffed their offices with prosecutors) to approve recommendations favoring
clemency. Favorable recommendations sent to the White House grew fewer and fewer in number and
more and more anodyne. Until the last years of the Obama administration, no president evinced
a sustained interest in having it any other way.36
By the turn of the twenty-first century, the Justice Department’s pardon program had become
a subservient creature of its prosecutorial culture rather than a source of independent advice to the
president. Presidents from Clinton to Obama complained that they could not rely on the Justice
Department to manage their pardon power—although they took no steps to correct the situation.37
Trump’s aberrant pardoning practices simply made public what had become behind the scenes a dysfunctional and unproductive relationship between the Justice Department and the presidency in pardon
matters. It is no wonder that many observers who hope for more from the pardon power believe that
formal divorce is desirable and even inevitable.
But talk of divorce seems premature. The country has seen what can happen when the pardon
power is unmoored from the justice system, as it was under Trump. At the same time, it should
go without saying that the presidency in 2021 is not well served by pardon advice that consistently
reflects the implacable prosecutorial culture of the 1980s and 1990s, as it has for at least the last
thirty years.38
It is possible for the Biden administration to revive a functional and productive institutional connection between the pardon power and the justice system by doing two things. First, as recommended in
the previous section, it must take the pressure off the pardon power by assigning many of its functions
elsewhere, seeking new legislative authority if necessary. Second, it must insist that the pardon program
be returned to its former place as an independent and respected part of the Justice Department, serving
the president and not the parochial interests of federal prosecutors. This means removing responsibility
for pardon matters from subordinate officials who are also responsible for prosecution policy and
returning it to the office of the attorney general, maximizing the advantage that official has historically
enjoyed as one of the president’s closest political advisers. With much pardon business outsourced to the
courts or administrative agencies, the attorney general may involve the president in the occasional
extraordinary case where other institutions are unwilling or unable to deliver an appropriate remedy.
A reinvigorated pardon program within Justice could be integral to an enlightened criminal justice
agenda. If political appointees and line prosecutors understood their responsibility to include asking the
sort of questions pardon should ask (whether a conviction is justifiable, whether a sentence is excessive,
whether a person deserves a second chance), it would surely influence their handling of criminal cases in
the first instance. In contrast, if responsibility for pardon advice were moved out of the Justice
Department, whether to an independent agency or into the White House itself, the power would no
longer be directly positioned to inform and temper prosecution and sentencing policies and practices.
Clemency decisions would likely be less informed and perceived as less legitimate by law enforcement
and possibly by the public as well. The president would doubtless be called on to mediate the inevitable
conflicts between whatever entity was responsible for clemency advice and agencies responsible for
criminal law enforcement.
President Biden reportedly has in mind a broad use of the power to address racial inequities produced by decades of federal prosecution and sentencing policies, and he is said to have already decided to
rely upon the Justice Department’s existing pardon process.39 It would not be surprising to see him
target relief to specific types of crimes that have had the harshest impact in the minority community,
reducing sentences and expunging conviction records on a class-wide basis by executive order. In the
meantime, there are almost certainly a large number of applications for pardon and commutation that
were recommended for favorable action by the Justice Department during the four years in which
President Trump essentially ignored the process. Acting favorably on those cases in his first year in office
would be a substantial down payment on a commitment to revive the power to address broader policy
goals.
Conclusion

In the end, Trump’s abuse of the pardon power would be a blessing in disguise if it provided an incentive
to restore legitimacy to pardoning, by reassigning many of pardon’s routine functions (so that individuals will have fair and efficient access to relief), and by reaffirming the historically close ties between the
president’s power and the rule of law (so that presidents will have at their disposal an efficient instrument of criminal justice policy). Trump’s lawless pardoning may even play a part in transforming the
Justice Department’s prosecutorial culture. As a longtime judge who also has personal experience with
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both prosecuting and pardoning, Attorney General Merrick Garland is well positioned to reset the
balance between these two great executive functions to the benefit of both.
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extraordinary and compelling reasons, not a single one even mentions the undisputed fact that those mandatory
sentences were invoked disproportionately against Black men. Id.
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See Murray, supra note 15.
See Jane Doe v. United States, 168 F. Supp. 3d 427, 446 (E.D.N.Y. 2016) (Gleeson, J.) (granting a ‘‘certificate of
rehabilitation’’ in recognition of ‘‘Doe’s good conduct following completion of her sentence’’).
See Gabriel J. Chin & David Schlussel, Has the Time Come for Relief for Federal Convictions?, 33 Fed. Sent’g Rept.
335–36 (2021).
See Crouch, supra note 2.
None of the critics urging that the pardon process be removed from the Justice Department (see Love, Trump’s
Self-Serving Pardons, supra note 18) explain how the Justice Department could have successfully served as
gatekeeper to the president’s power for more than one hundred years, recommending favorably a substantial
percentage of those who applied. See Office of the Pardon Attorney, Dep’t of Justice, Clemency Statistics,
https://www.justice.gov/pardon/clemency-statistics. In the late nineteenth century, when staffing of pardons
and recommendations was primarily the responsibility of federal prosecutors, ‘‘49 percent of the applications for
presidential pardons were granted.’’ See Kathleen Dean Moore, Pardons: Justice, Mercy and the Public Interest
53 (1989); see also Albert W. Alschuler, Bill Clinton’s Parting Pardon Party, 100 J. Crim. L. & Criminology 1131,
1131 (2010).
See Chin, supra note 21.
This informal delegation was formalized in the Reagan administration. See 28 CFR §§ 0.35, 0.36. The circumstances of the delegation and its almost immediate results are discussed in Love, Justice Department Administration, supra note 16, at 98–99.
Bill Clinton decided in his final year in office that he wanted to improve his pardoning record and sought
recommendations from the Pardon Attorney, but by that time the program had all but ceased to function
and was able to promise him only a handful of recommendations. For an account of what happened when
he was left to his own devices, see Love, Pardon Paradox, supra note 10, at 193–204; see also Dafna Linzer,
Clarence Aaron Was Denied Commutation but the Bush Team Wasn’t Told All the Facts, Wash. Post, May 13,
2012; Linzer & LaFleur, ProPublica Review of Pardons in Past Decade Shows Process Heavily Favored Whites,
Wash. Post, Dec. 3, 2011 (noting George W. Bush White House frustration with steady stream of denial
recommendations from the Justice Department). President Obama, too, expressed surprise at how few
favorable recommendations for commutation of sentence were sent to him. See Cora Currier, President
Obama Tells Clarence Aaron He Can Finally Go Home, Pro Publica, Dec. 19, 2013.
See generally Love, Justice Department Administration, supra note 16. It is not surprising that the department’s
first response to President Obama’s declared interest in commuting drug sentences was to farm out
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responsibility for managing this initiative to private organizations rather than try to identify eligible cases through
established official mechanisms in each judicial district. See id. at 90 n.8 (2015), citing Josh Gerstein, Grassley
Questions Obama Commutation Drive, Politico (Jan. 13, 2015), http://www.politico.com/blogs/under-the-radar/
2015/01/grassley-questionsobama-commutation-drive-201027.html. It is a minor miracle that the Obama
initiative produced as many grants as it did. See Inspector General Review, supra note 16; Sentencing Commission Analysis, supra note 16.
See, e.g., Shon Hopwood, The Misplaced Trust in the DOJ’s Expertise on Criminal Justice Policy, 118 Mich. L. Rev.
1181, 1201–02 (2020).
See Vogel & Karni, supra note 24.
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